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Summary
Government agencies experienced a surge in demand from COVID-19 pandemic-related claims while 
simultaneously seeing unprecedented levels of fraud. Prior to the crisis, many agencies had been focused
on improving their online customer portals and processes. This study conducted by Ponemon Institute 
asked nearly 600 leaders across federal, state and local government agencies about their experiences 
with customer fraud and the technology used to combat it. The results revealed agencies aren’t making 
adequate investments in security technologies to protect customer data and make online access to 
accounts secure and convenient.

Agencies can master these challenges and position to improve service levels with a friction-right approach 
that seamlessly verifies and authenticates constituents throughout the customer journey. Using integrated 
identity proofing, risk-based authentication and fraud analytics, agencies can scale protections while 
delivering the streamlined experience constituents demand.

Key Public Sector Study Findings

39% 43% 65%

of agency respondents 
said their customers 
are happy with the 

security of their 
website

of government agencies 
have the security 

technologies necessary 
to provide customers with 

both secure and convenient 
online experiences when 

accessing their accounts

of respondents said AI 
tools and interconnected 
devices will improve the 

security and convenience 
when accessing customer 

accounts online
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Constituents Expect Good Online Experiences 
from Government Agencies
Government websites form a critical backbone for constituent service delivery. There were 6.57 billion visits to a 
cross-section of US Government sites in the last 90 days.1 While usage is high, only 35% of Americans say it’s easy 
to access their government information online.2 

Americans Experience with Government Websites

Breath of services delivered on government websites create complexity 
Agencies face dynamic constituent and regulatory requirements to protect customers, verify identities, 
authenticate eligibility and secure payment transactions. Each agency has unique regulatory and fraud challenges 
depending on the types of ecommerce services offered.

Government Websites Face a Variety of Identity and Fraud Risks

Agency Customer eCommerce Activity Potential Fraud

Federal 
Government

→ Disability claims
→ Disaster support enrollment
→ Employee pension management
→ Medicare enrollment
→ Postal package tracking
→ Social Security payment
→ Tax filing
→ VA enrollment

→ Account takeover
→ Claims 
→ False identity
→ Filing
→ Identity theft
→ Shipping
→ Synthetic identity

State 
Governments

→ Licensing
→ Medicaid enrollment
→ SNAP enrollment
→ Tax filing
→ Unemployment insurance 
    enrollment and claim management

→ Account takeover
→ Claims
→ False identity

→ Identity theft

Local 
Governments

→ Licensing
→ Tax filing

→ False identity
→ Filing

→ Filing

→ Identity theft

34.7% 30.9% 21.3%

Easy Neither easy nor 
difficult

Difficult
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Agencies Fall Short of Meeting 
Customer Expectations
Government agencies aren’t making the necessary investments in security technologies to protect customer data 
and make online access to accounts convenient. Customers are looking for a balanced experience, with 43% saying 
convenience is as important as security when accessing online government accounts.3

While just over half of government agencies feel their customers are satisfied with the convenience of their site, 
only 39% say customers are happy with the security they offer.

Customer Experience and Security Need Improvement

Rate your customers’ satisfaction 
with your website 

Extremely satisfied, very satisfied and 
satisfied responses combined

Convenience                      53%

Security                             39%

Agencies lack the tools necessary to deliver secure and convenient experiences
Only 43% of respondents say their agency has the security technologies necessary to provide customers with 
both a secure and convenient online experience when accessing their accounts. Lacking the necessary tools,
agencies are challenged to effectively protect customer accounts and data. While half of respondents believe their 
agency is effective at reducing customer fraud, only 40% say they’re effective at protecting customer data and  
38% are effective at preventing account takeovers. 

Without having the necessary security technologies and in-house expertise, most agencies find it impossible or 
very difficult to detect attacks that put customer accounts at risk. The most difficult types of attacks to detect 
and prevent are: 

66% 60% 60% 58% 56%

Social 
engineering

Credential 
stuffing

SIM
swap

Credential
cracking

Distinguishing a 
real customer 

from a criminal 
impostor 

using stolen 
credentials
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Account Takeover (ATO) is a Growing 
Risk for Agencies
The COVID-19 pandemic was unprecedented in regard to the scale of fraud government agencies experienced. 
State Unemployment Insurance (UI) programs were hard hit as both federal and state policymakers moved fast to 
protect the economy from health directives by effectively shuttering the economy in a matter of weeks.4 It’s not 
surprising that more than half (53%) of respondents reported an increase in ATO in the past two years. 

Mobile phones are a significant ATO fraud vector
Not only is ATO on the rise, the severity of these attacks is as well according to 59% of respondents. Mobile 
phones are ubiquitous and represent the largest threat to customer accounts. 

→ 85% of Americans have a smartphone 5

→ 57% of visits to US government websites are mobile 6   

→ 62% of respondents said mobile phones are the most vulnerable to ATO

Organizational barriers to implementing effective ATO fraud prevention
Managing the risk of ATO fraud demands greater focus from senior leaders. Only 41% of respondents said senior 
leadership makes it a priority to prevent ATO, and only 38% said their agency regularly assesses the ability of its IT 
systems to prevent and detect fraud. 

41% 38% 37% 28%

The prevention of 
ATO is a priority with 
our senior leadership

My organization 
regularly assesses 
the ability of its IT 

systems to prevent 
and detect fraud

Most ATO attacks 
are quickly detected 

and remediated

My agency has a 
comprehensive view 

of its customers’ 
accounts
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Agencies Understand Advanced Technology 
Can Support Their Mission 
While agencies have made progress in implementing security technology to protect customers, the majority have 
yet to implement a holistic approach. Two-thirds of agencies report having implemented two-factor authentication, 
and nearly half are using behavioral analytics to detect fraud. At the same time, only a third of agencies monitor 
transactions or link devices to a customer’s account to reduce ATO. 

Steps Taken to Reduce the Risk of Account Takeovers

Advanced technologies required to deliver secure and convenient 
customer experience
Agency leaders agree artificial intelligence and improving identity authentication will help them deliver a better 
customer experience while ensuring greater security. More than two-thirds of respondents felt more investment in 
these two areas is necessary to achieve this goal. 

65%

48%

47%

41%

31%

29%

24%

7%

Two-factor authentication

Behavioral analytics

Build SMS messaging into web and mobile applications

Build voice calling into app, web and communication systems

Monitoring transactions

Device-linking to the consumer’s account

One-time passcodes

Other

65% 61%

said artificial intelligence decision-making 
tools/technologies and interconnected 
devices will improve the ability to track 

customers’ status in order to improve the 
security and convenience when accessing 

online accounts

said improvements in identity authentication 
will improve the state of access governance 
and, therefore, improve users’ experiences
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Building Scale for Online Government Services
As government agencies transform their digital operations to meet increasing demand for online and mobile 
services, they need to consider a more integrated approach to delivering a good customer experience that’s 
secure. It’s also important to monitor where the private sector is headed to inform smarter agency strategies. 

In recent TransUnion-sponsored, global research by The Economist Intelligence Unit7, executives identified 
opportunities and challenges emerging within private-sector ecommerce that apply to government agencies. 

Build customer trust by honoring privacy and security

51%

52%

76%

85%

71%

61%

believe consumers are comfortable sharing necessary data 
with governments  

believe the customer experience has benefited from government-imposed 
data-privacy regulations

What it means: Secure authentication requires a precise and accurate data identity — built from 
unified personal and digital data — offering the clearest picture of individuals.

Secure the customer journey while providing a great experience

said the need for traditional authentication factors (birth certificate, passport, etc.) in 
digital fraud prevention and identity proofing overly inconveniences their customers

stated AI is being used to improve pattern recognition to support fraud prevention 
and transaction security

What it means: In-line verification and authentication processes ensure a friction-right, streamlined 
and secure customer journey, reducing manual intervention.

Adopt mobile-first customer account management

believe it’s likely biometrics will be the dominant form of 
authentication in the next five years

believe biometrics will be used to authenticate the vast 
majority of payments

What it means: Smartphones are uniquely suited to verify identities, authenticate customers and 
authorize transactions while offering strong protection from fraud.
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Gain Customer Trust by Honoring 
Privacy and Security

Improve benefit enrollment security with identity verification
Government agencies provide trillions of dollars in benefits to constituents annually. The programs that provide 
cash payment benefits like unemployment, Medicare, SNAP and Social Security are particularly tempting targets 
for criminals. In 2020, federal agencies reported more than $7 billion of confirmed improper payment fraud. 8 To 
protect customers and taxpayer funds, it’s imperative to implement processes that confirm constituents’ identities 
at time of benefit enrollment. 

Government Agencies Need to Improve Customer Trust
83% of Americans are concerned about having their identity stolen9

20% of Americans trust government more than private industry to protect their identity9

Protect accounts from identity-based fraud 
Criminals use three common tactics to attack benefit programs:

→ Assumed identity: Criminals tap public records, such as incarcerated individuals, and use their identity to set 
up an account and enroll for benefits

→ Account takeover: Credentials are purchased on the dark web or phishing is used to gain access to user 
account to submit fraudulent claims

→ Synthetic identity: Criminals set up an account and enroll for benefits using a fake identity

Utilizing both passive and active identity verification processes can help combat identity-based fraud. Assessing 
device risk can help flag potential fraud before a user attempts to enroll in benefits. In addition, identity proofing 
using known credentials like a driver’s license or passport adds a high-confidence process to enrollment. 

Detect fraud rings targeting benefits programs
There were extraordinarily organized fraud attacks targeting COVID-19 Pandemic Relief Programs.10 Agencies 
need to protect themselves and their constituents from being victimized by fraud rings.

One effective method to prevent fraud rings is to uncover hidden connections using device and account 
associations. Device mapping associates groups of devices and accounts that are related to one another, offering a 
clearer picture of normal consumer behavior versus a coordinated fraud ring.

Normal Suspicious Fraud RingNormal Suspicious Fraud RingNormal Suspicious Fraud Ring

Review Bad Accounts Good Accounts Devices

Device Mapping Using Device and Account Associations

accounts to submit fraudulent claims
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Secure the Constituent Journey While 
Providing a Great Experience

Streamline enrollment onboarding to improve account protection and payments
As more agencies push to serve constituents online there will be increased pressure to automate program 
eligibility authentication during enrollment and benefit payment. Covid-19 brought about more risk as digital 
scams led to a flood of stolen credentials and personal data that is in turn fueling identity fraud.  

36%
38%  of US consumers reported being targeted by Covid-19 scam in March 202111

increase in reported phishing attacks among consumers targeted 
with Covid-19-related digital fraud since Nov. 202012

Expediting genuine customers while preventing cybercriminals from using false, stolen or synthetic identity 
information to create benefit accounts will be paramount. Agencies should consider integrated identity proofing
to speed verification.

Protect digital payments with smarter payments authorization
Improper payments are a growing problem for agencies. Many have already shifted to digital payments using 
direct deposit and debit cards. With eligibility authentication and lack of identity verification the largest causes of 
payment loss, it’s imperative for agencies to increase their ability to verify digital payments more effectively.  

US Government Improper Payments Trends (millions)

Digital wallets and super apps will play a greater role in digital payments requiring smarter payment authorizations. 
In fact, 82% of private sector leaders believe it’s likely super apps will become the dominant portal for digital 
commerce over the next five years.13 

% of total outlay
2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

4.7% 4.5% 4.6% 5.1% 5.6%
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Adopt Mobile-First Customer 
Account Management
Centralize identity verification and account authentication on mobile
The vast majority of improper payment losses stemming from federal agencies are a result of their inability to 
authenticate program eligibility and verify claimant identities. Agencies should look to smartphones to improve 
identity verification and authentication processes. Smartphones are ubiquitous, with 85% of Americans having 
one.14 In fact, the majority of constituents already use a mobile device to access government websites. 

US Federal Government Improper Payment Monetary Loss Root Cause 
2020 (millions)

Inability to authenticate 
eligibility Failure to verify data Administrative  

process error Other

$25,751 $991 $4,556 $2,696

57%43%
Desktop Mobile

Share of Traffic to Government Websites16

While mobile is the leading channel for government services, next generation 5G networks and smartphones will 
enable agencies to deliver even better service experiences. Agencies can also leverage smartphone features like 
biometrics for multifactor authentication to protect constituents and their organization from fraud. 

15
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Identity proofing
Reduce manual reviews and delayed applications with friction-right identity verification 
and authentication.

→ Streamline age and location verification using automated prefill solutions

→ Perform identity proofing, identity verification, knowledge-based verification and  
    document verification

Customer authentication
Improve safety and protect constituent accounts with an authentication framework 
that matches the process to the risk in the customer journey.

→ Transparent, device-based authentication during account management 

→ One-time passcodes and two-factor authentication for verifying account changes

→ Multifactor authentication for payment and transaction authorization 

Fraud-detection technologies
Boost detection to stop sophisticated fraud with better data and analytics.

→ Use AI and machine learning fraud models to detect patterns like synthetic identities

→ Leverage device risk consortium data to gain collective insight about known fraud

→ Prevent fraud at all points of risk throughout the customer journey

Better Serve Constituents and Migrate Risk
With Integrated Customer Management
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Survey Methodology
TransUnion commissioned Ponemon Institute to conduct a survey of US federal, state and local government 
agencies to measure their experience and programs relating to fraud.

The sampling frame is composed of 16,545 IT and IT security practitioners who work in the federal, state and 
local/municipal government organizations. All respondents are familiar with their agency’s efforts to prevent and 
detect fraud and aware of their agency’s information security vulnerabilities and threats. As shown in the table below,  
643 respondents completed the survey. Screening removed 49 surveys. The final sample was 594 
surveys (or a 3.6% response rate). 

Sample response Freq Pct%
Total sampling frame 16,545 100.0%

Total returns 643 3.9%

Rejected or screened surveys 49 0.3%

Final sample 594 3.6%

This chart illustrates the government organization where the respondents work. Half of respondents reported 
their current position is within the federal civilian government; 16% work in state government; 13% work in local/
municipal government; and 12% reported their position as federal military. 

50%

16%

13%

12%

9%

Federal Civilian

State

Local/Municipal

Federal Military

Federal Enterprise

About Ponemon Institute
Ponemon Institute is dedicated to independent research and education that advances responsible information  
and privacy management practices within business and government. Our mission is to conduct high quality, 
empirical studies on critical issues affecting the management and security of sensitive information about  
people and organizations.

We uphold strict data confidentiality, privacy and ethical research standards. We do not collect any personally 
identifiable information from individuals (or company identifiable information in our business research). 
Furthermore, we have strict quality standards to ensure that subjects are not asked extraneous, irrelevant or 
improper questions.



Get in touch
Learn more about our identity proofing, risk-based authentication and  

fraud prevention solutions for public sector agencies. Contact us or visit
transunion.com/public-sector

About TransUnion (NYSE: TRU)

TransUnion is a global information and insights company that makes trust possible in the modern economy. We 
do this by providing a comprehensive picture of each person so they can be reliably and safely represented in the 
marketplace. As a result, businesses and consumers can transact with confidence and achieve great things. 

 

We call this Information for Good ®.

A leading presence in more than 30 countries across five continents, TransUnion provides solutions that help 
create economic opportunity, great experiences and personal empowerment for hundreds of millions of people.

TransUnion’s public sector business supports federal, state and local agencies by providing mission-critical 
solutions to improve citizen safety, manage compliance and boost services for constituents. TransUnion’s 
fraud solutions unite both consumer and device identities to detect threats across markets, fusing traditional 
data science with machine learning to provide businesses and government agencies with unique insights about 
consumer transactions.

transunion.com/publicsector
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